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Thank you! 
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We’ve had such a good time with you over the past few days!



Special thanks to (by no means exhaustive)
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• Nigel Lockyer, Hema Ramamoorthi, 
Kate Gregory, Luciano Ristori, Greg 
Bock

• Joy Pomillo, Melody Saperston, admin 
team (Etta Johnson, Connie Hillgard, 
Anna Campbell, Monica Vallejo, 
Elizabeth Mendyk)

• Alan Stone
• Sandra Charles
• Griselda Lopez, Kevin Aiston, Valery 

Stanley, Becky Thompson, Eric 
Mieland, Kathrine Laureto, Wally 
Levernier, Deanne Randich, Ilene 
Winston, Georgia Karagiorgi, Monica 
Nunes, Gabe Perdue, Alex Radovic

• Gavin Davies, Leo Aliaga
• Alvin Tollestrup Memorial organization 

team (Vladimir Shiltsev, Elliott McCrory, 
Chris Quigg, Mark Palmer)

• Burt Holzman, Liz Sexton-Kennedy, 
Marco del Tutto

• Mike Childress, Josh Cassada, John 
Stephen

• ALL our speakers, session chairs, 
poster presenters, and panelists

• Valerie Higgins
• All division/deputy heads, spokespeople 

and others who advised & helped find 
speakers

• Neutrino 2020 organizers Sam Zeller & 
Steve Brice

• URA: Marta Cehelsky, Ted Wackler, 
Marty Rubenstein, Lourdes Garcia-Ruiz

• Lynn Johnson, Diana Brandonisio, Kurt 
Riesselmann, Justine Dunn, Leah Hesla, 
Deb Sebastian, Lauren Biron,

• Marty Murphy
• FSPA Officers: Maria Martinez-Casales, 

Richie Diurba, Abhliash Dombara 
Yallappa, Luke Pickering, Mike 
Wallbank, Samantha Sword-Fehlberg

• Marco Mambelli, Donatella Torretta



Special thanks to (by no means exhaustive)
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Your 2019-2020 Users Executive Committee



Thank you SO much, team
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• Especially Ashley, Sapta, Reddy!! for excellent leadership and a huge 
amount of work

• And also Kirsty, Manolis, Yuanyuan, David, Oli, Maria, Richie, Abhilash,
Luke, Mike, Samantha for great work and feedback during the UM and 
previous months

• Every one of us has helped in some way, a real team effort and 
congratulations!
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First Place: Andrew Mogan (UTK)
Second Place: Emrah Tiras (ISU)
Third Place: Wanwei Wu (Fermilab) 

!Winners of the Users Meeting Poster Session !

Award Certificates and prizes will be sent to you soon!

Special thanks to all our judges: Mike Wallbank, Andy 
Furmanski, Zoya Vallari, Deepika Jena, and Abhilash Yallappa
Dombara
And to Reddy Pratap Gandrajula and Richie Diurba for the 
majority of the work in organizing the judging!



• You elected us to serve you, and it has been our pleasure to 
do so.

• A personal thanks from me, Users Meeting chair

• Thank you for your attention and passion over the past few 
days. We’ve been so happy about the attendance and 
feedback. 772 registrants!!

• “Defining the Decade” has been beautifully realized in all 
your talks, your presence, and your continued dedication to 
making our lab and our world a better place. Let’s keep 
doing the work and striving toward a better future.

Thank you to our community
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• Festa Italiana tomorrow! Join us for an online pasta cooking 
class and social time! Link information will be emailed to all 
registrants. 3:30 PM onwards, 4-6 PM classtime.

• Send your pics to um2020pics@gmail.com : enjoying the 
meeting, or headshots for a collage of participants!

• Our UEC election will be soon, please consider joining us!

Take care of yourselves and each other.

Final Reminders
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Those were (modified) the closing slides, let’s look 
behind the scenes
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• “UEC Feedback: The use of Mozilla Hubs for virtual poster sessions, 
first for Neutrino 2020 and now for the Users Meeting is a ridiculous 
waste of time and money. It's more a gimmick than a tool, with many 
issues (e.g. audio problems, extreme CPU usage), and it doesn't benefit 
the science nor the scientists. Please stop using it.”

• “UEC Feedback: I just wanted to appreciate the faces of the UEC this 
year. It was a pleasant surprise to see the current people in the 
committee and, for the first time in years, recognize the real diversity of 
the lab. Rather than the usual white old man that control so many parts 
of the lab and can't really see the problem with that. Thanks for all the 
work!”

• “I thought the BLM speaker was really interesting. Thanks to you all for 
arranging that talk!”

• “thanks for making the Users Meeting a pleasurable experience, know 
you must be dealing with a lot of work, but let me congratulate you and 
appreciate your efforts for making this experience a success. Thank 
you! Best Regards from Guatemala”

Some of the feedback received
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• “What a wonderful program! I. My congratulations to all involved in 
producing it, both the organizers and speakers.”

• “Thanks so much again for an incredible event!!! I loved every second. 
You all were great hosts to Josh.”

• “Thanks also for organizing the keynote, it was very inspirational.”
• “I know the Users Meeting is still in progress but just wanted to say 

thanks to you and the rest of your team for putting on an excellent 
meeting so far. I have been able to attend more sessions than in the 
past and have found the program to be very engaging. I know the virtual 
environment has been challenging, but you have adapted very well. 
Best of luck for the remaining sessions!”

• “JOSH'S TALK WAS AMAZING!!!!!! Congrats to you all. … Thanks for 
pulling that together! WHAT a treat.”

• “How can I get a copy of the recording of the first talk in Session 15 
(Introduction to neutrinos at Fermilab, Speaker: Andrew Mastbaum)? It 
is a good talk and I would like to use it to explain neutrino research to 
family and friends. Also, how do I get permission to show the talk?”

Some of the feedback received
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• “Congratulations on finishing the Users Meeting! I think you (and the 
other organizers) did a really fantastic job putting it together. As the first 
virtual Users Meeting, it will definitely go down in Fermilab history!”

• “WELL DONE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”
• “Thank you for organizing the Fermilab Users Meeting. Although I could 

not attend all of it, from what I saw, I think it was one of the more 
accessible, inclusive, welcoming and community building ones I was 
able to attend.”

• “I would like to…also offer up my own thanks for being thought of to 
represent my group and Department in this panel discussion. I 
appreciate the opportunity to take part in the discussion to share, and 
learn, viewpoints and thoughts on the lab and its functions.”

Some of the feedback received
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• 772 as of this morning (!)
• Still sorting through the statistics on things like time zone,

institution, how they found out about the meeting, etc.
• Lots of Tollestrup friends and family, which is nice to see
• A nice number of employees/non-scientific staff
• Some number of international attendees as well!
• Could be helpful to sort through this to plan for next year’s 

UM, but also in general to plan on ways to better engage 
with our community.

Registrations
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• We worked with Marco Mambelli and Donatella 
Toretta to coordinate with “Al Dente Pasta 
Workshop” to host a social time and online 
cooking class for the community!

• The dish: “Tagliatelle with sausage ragù” 
(vegetarian option as well)

• - 3:30pm Benvenuti! Festa Italiana starts
• - 4pm - 6pm Cooking experience with Al Dente
• - 6pm - 7pm Social time: show off your 

tagliatelle, chat with friends and start dinner 
together

Not that many RSVPs right now (21).
But I expect more people will just join.
We still need to publicize final link

We still have the Festa Italiana: Tonight!
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